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1.

INTRODUCTION
Music is sound that has been given upon rhythm and energy to invoke feelings on the listener [1].
Humans often find that music is emotionally expressive. There is a variety of reasons that contribute to music
listening and the choice of music [2]. Among the common factor includes the improvement in productivity, as
stress relief, preferences and emotion. Each aspect should be studied thoroughly to gain insights for building
the music recommendation algorithm to cater to users in a psychological manner. Music is also known to have
impact on human’s ergogenic effect such as among swimmers [3]. The experiment tested the swimmer to swim
under two conditions, one with asynchronous music and one with no music control. It was found that no music
control condition shows a high time trial but low state of motivation. However, motivational music used in the
experiment shows little difference in performance.
Another experiment by [4] showed that tempo of a pop music affects post-treadmill exercise recovery
time. The results showed that pop song with low beat per minute has the beset effect in heartbeat recovery.
This suggest users should have extra consideration in choosing music for listening when performing physical
workouts. Aside from being able to improve the listener’s productivity, music is also known to be able to heal
the listener’s mind. Many people choose to listen to music when they are feeling depressed or under stress
because it makes them feel better and easier to cope with. Music treatment during an awake craniotomy is
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proven to be effective in reducing the patient’s stress level and anxiety [5]. This concludes that music has
psychological effect on human mind, hence important to have a music recommendation application.
Music is also a great tool to recover from mental exhaustion. After listening to relaxing music, humans
can easily recover themselves from a mentally daunting task. An experiment is performed by [6] showed that
music is responsible for relieving mental exhaustion from a complicated task. There is a demand for relaxation
music for people who are working or studying a lot, thus the music recommendation algorithm should consider
the possibility. Joyful music such as the pop can improve people mood as well [7]. Recall that [2] measured
emotional responses produced by humans while listening to music in the context of arousal and valence. This
is important in deciding factor types of music to recommend when users are coping with certain emotions. The
most common way to categorize music into a different degree of emotional responses is by their genre. A music
genre is a representation of the style or aesthetic pattern of the music's beat, rhythm and instrument and a
product of the time of the culture. The similarities between the music of within the same genre will evoke
similar emotions to the listener.
In developing a music recommendation system, there are several factors that can contribute to the
inefficiency in music selection. One of the problems persists during the music listening is that common music
playing application lacks the ability to acquire context of the user. There are many different factors to consider
that can improve the quality of the music recommendation. One such example, is the context of the activity the
user is doing while listening to music. If the user is working, they might need a music track that does not take
their concentration away, which is the antithesis of a good music recommendation. Another problem that
common music recommendation system fails to address the emotional impact of the recommended song. One
of the top three causes of stress is work [8]. Excess stress can lower one’s performance and health [8].
Therefore, many people try to find ways to relieve stress to avoid crumble under pressure. Among the methods
people choose for stress relief, music has been a pretty common method. Music and relieve a person’s anxiety
and empowers them to face even more challenge [9]. However, a genre of the music is important as the different
genre of music invoke different feelings to humans [10, 11] a wrong track will do worse than silence. Therefore,
the recommendation algorithm can be improved to tackle such difficulties.
From another perspective, music tracks also need the publicity so that they can be enjoyed by people.
However, certain less-known songs will be overshadowed by the trending songs [12-14]. This does not indicate
there will be no people enjoy the less-known songs, but it is harder to let the right person find it with current
music recommendation system where the most popular has more publicity. Therefore, the problem can be
eliminated by building a music recommendation system that takes its genre and user's preference as the priority
so that more exposure is given to different kind of songs. Based on the aforementioned problems, this paper
proposes a music recommendation application that uses fuzzy inference engine to recommend songs to the
user. The system should be able to correctly identify the user's preferences, timing, and certain qualities. Next,
the system will process and recommend songs from its library to match the user's emotion and preference. It
should also contain basic music playing functions as part of the requirements.
This paper proposes a music recommendation system based on fuzzy inference engine that considers
user activities and emotion as part of the recommendation parameters. The system includes building a smart
music recommendation system that has user profiling capabilities to recommend correct songs based on the
user’s preferences, mood and time. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
research methodology to develop the music recommender system, Section 3 presents the evaluation results and
analysis, and finally Section 4 concludes with some indication for future work.

2.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes a music recommendation system based on fuzzy logics, called the Heartbeats,
There are two major features within this system. The first feature is the audio-playing application. The
application should be able to keep a list of record about current trending music and provide downloads to the
tracks. Basic music-playing functionality is supported to offer the same kind of experience with current music
playing applications. The second major feature of the system is the fuzzy inference system [15-17]. The fuzzy
inference system is responsible to make a decision about music recommendations based on the user’s music
listening habits as well as expert knowledge about music genres and their effects on humans. The user’s
preference data is fed into the fuzzy inference system to obtain a decision that returns a score corresponding to
the music track. The top ten music tracks with the highest recommendation score will be chosen as
recommendations [18-20].
Figure 1 shows the system flow of Heartbeats. As shown in the figure, the main part of the system is
made up of the fuzzy logic system. As the system receive the user’s schedule and music listening preferences,
the input data undergoes fuzzification, which is a process to convert input data into a normalised value for
fuzzy logic. This process is done by setting membership functions for each input variable. For example, the
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condition whether the music track is fall within the preferred year range is either 0 or 1.The fuzzification of
input data is followed by the inference engine, which is a logic interpreter based on fuzzy rulesets. The fuzzy
ruleset is built upon the domain research in music theory, so it is equivalent to an advice of an expert. The
ruleset will decide the final output based on the combination of input variables. It is achieved by checking the
data of input variables and determine which fuzzy rule to fire. Therefore, the inference engine should
accommodate each possible combination the input data can offer. Finally, the output data of the fuzzy inference
system is then undergone defuzzification to obtain the music recommendation.

Figure 1. System flow of the music recommender system

Defuzzification is an inverse operation of the fuzzification process, where it transforms fuzzy sets into
crisp sets which is quantifiable. The fuzzy inference system used for music recommendation in Heartbeats
consists of five inputs variables, one output variable and 14 rules. All five input data are generated by the
system with the information of user’s preference on music listening habits and the music track.

2.1. Input Variables
There are five input variables in Heartbeats, which include the listening mode, preference, focus,
relaxation mode, and year.
a. Listening Mode: Listening Mode is the preference option determined by the user’s music listening habits.
Its value changed depends on the purpose of the music listening.
b. Preference: Preference is the degree of the music track overlapping with the user’s preferred genres.
Depending on how many preferred genres is present in the music track the value is changed accordingly.
c. Focus: Focus is the degree of the music track overlapping with the genres that improve the listeners’ focus.
Depending on how many focus genres is present in the music track the value is changed accordingly.
d. Relax: Relax is the degree of the music track overlapping with the genres that helps the listeners to relax.
Depending on how many relax genres is present in the music track the value is changed accordingly.
e. Year: Year is a condition whether the music track falls under the preferred year range set by the user. The
result is obtained by comparing the created year of the music track and a predetermined year range set by
the user.
2.2. Output Variable
Score is the only output variable in this fuzzy inference system. It indicates the degree of
recommendation of the music track. The higher the value the more likely it is recommended to the user. It
comes with five membership functions representing five different levels of likeliness. The output will be used
by the system to dictate which music track is recommended to the user. Figure 2 shows the membership
function for score.
Heartbeats: Music recommendation system with fuzzy in ference engine (Vinothini Kasinathan)
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Figure 2. Membership function for output variable, which is score

2.3. Rules
There is a total of 14 rules created for the fuzzy inference system. The rules generally is created with
one or two input variables and one output variable. The rules then collectively decide the final value of the
output variable based on which rules are fired according to the input. The input variable ListeningMode is the
variable that dictates the weight of the value of Focus, Relax and Preference. Figure 3 shows the each rule that
involves Focus, Relax and Preference has ListeningMode as a secondary condition to determine whether the
rule should be fired or not. This means each rule that involves Focus, Relax and Preference has ListeningMode
as a secondary condition to determine whether the rule should be fired or not. Therefore, a music track that is
suitable for focus tasks might not have a high recommendation score, if the ListeningMode is set to Relax.

Figure 3. Code snippet to create rules using fuzzy inference system

A total of 12 rules is created for this fuzzy logic. The last input variable is Year, which only uses itself
as the sole condition. It is a very straightforward rule that it increases the score if it falls within the year range,
but decreases it if it does not. The last 2 rules are created for this variable, which forms 14 rules in total.
Table 1 shows the sample output obtained from the fuzzy inference system.

Table 1. Sample output of the fuzzy inference system
Listening Mode
Preference
Preference
Focus
Focus
Relax

Preference
One
More
One
One
More

Focus
One
Zero
Zero
More
One

Relax
Zero
One
One
One
One
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Year
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Score
8.75
10.00
1.00
5.00
8.75
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From the sample output, it can be concluded that the second sample data is the most recommended
music track based on the fuzzy logic, followed by the first and fifth sample data. The system operates based on
the output information to recommend the best music track for the user after applying the domain logic in music
psychology in the form of fuzzy logic.

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Heartbeats was developed with C# as the programming language to develop the music
recommendation system. To accommodate the language, Visual Studio is picked as the IDE of the software
development. Libraries and tools are researched and picked for implementation of music-playing
functionalities and data storage capability. The method of data storage for the music recommendation system
is using Excel file because there is only one information to save, which is the users' personalized data. Lastly,
Windows is chosen as the operating system for deployment of the final product.
3.1. System Interface
Figure 4 shows the interfaces of Heartbeats music recommender system. This page will display the
recommended music once the user clicks on the “Load Audio” button. The user can then select a music track
from the music list and click on “Play” to play the song. Other functions from audio playing application such
as “Pause”, “Rewind”, “Stop” and volume control is available to adjust the audio feedback. The user is also
able to navigate back to the previous page by clicking the “Back” button. The interface also allow users to
choose between three presets of music listening preferences which will recommend music tracks to user based
on a pre-set metric.

Figure 4. Interface of heartbeats

3.2. User Acceptance Testing
In order to evaluate the developed user profiling system, Heartbeats, a User Acceptance Testing
(UAT) was carried out. UAT allow the developer to present the product to the user and obtained feedback and
discover errors that normal testing procedures fail to catch. A total of 5 questions were posed to 30 users who
participated in the UAT. The set of questions cover responses about user expectations, performance of audio
quality produced by the system, system flow and interface design, and finally functionality issues. Figure 5 to
Figure 9 show the UAT results and the findings.
According to Figure 5, 25 users find the system manage to achieve music recommendation that
matches their preferences or current mood. This shows that the fuzzy logic managed to fulfil its objectives.
Next, Figure 6 shows the feedback on the quality of music player.

Heartbeats: Music recommendation system with fuzzy in ference engine (Vinothini Kasinathan)
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Figure 5. General user expectation

Figure 6. Performance of audio quality produced by the system

According to Figure 6, the music playing function managed to provide the best listening experience
to the users with 25 respondents reply with positive feedback. Figure 7 shows the feedback on the system flow.
According to Figure 7, the opinion on the system flow is divided. Most of the user is neutral towards
the workflow and 14 user likes the current system workflow. However, there is 6 users that shows dislike
towards the current system workflow. The problem could be the stemming from the fact that the system does
not load the recommendation immediately when transition towards the audio playing page and required a single
button press to perform the loading task. Next, Figure 8 shows the opinions on the interface design.
According to Figure 8, the opinion on the system interface design is also divided. Many of the user
thinks that the interface is clear and present information clearly in the main page. However, the audio playing
page is missing certain information such as music track genre and current condition for music recommendation.
Next, Figure 9 shows user feedback on problems faced when using the application.

Figure 7. System flow
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Figure 8. Design of the interface

Figure 9. Functionalities problems encountered

The question in Figure 9 enforces all previous feedback towards the system. The system is shown has
less audio playing functions such as playlist compare to current audio playing application. The download speed
of the audio track is also slow and dependant on Wi-Fi connection. It is also reported to have unknown crashes
which could not be solved during the UAT session.
One major benefit of Heartbeats is its scalability where new fuzzy rules can be incrementally added
to the engine to further enhance the quality of its music recommendation. For example, more music tracks can
be added to its library to enrich its music selection. Heartbeats also allow new lifestyle pre-sets to be created
or customized in order to obtain different music recommendation [21-23]. There are three lifestyles options
available for the user to choose, which can result in different music recommendation [24, 25]. Users can benefit
from this feature to personalize their music listening preferences. Heartbeats updates the music selection on
daily basis, up to current trends and consist up to eight genres. The vast diversity of the music selection allows
the fuzzy logic to apply its recommendation algorithm to more samples which can improve the accuracy of the
result. Large selection of music also ensure that music recommendation is diverse and cater to a bigger
audience. The audio playing application within Heart Beats has great audio quality and convenient functions.
These features further enhance the music listening experience of the user.

4.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a prototype implementation of a music recommender system called the
Heartbeats. Heartbeats interpret user’s schedule and task to assess the user’s music listening preferences. The
system then used a fuzzy inference module that apply fuzzy logics in music recommendation to obtain result
that can satisfy user music listening experience. The user experience is also improved by building an audio
playing music application that allows the user to listen to the music tracks. Findings of the this paper have
shown that Heartbeats’s fuzzy inference engine has successfully achieved its aim, which is to improve users’
music listening experience by giving suitable song recommendation based on user context situation. The
system accomplishes this task by converting user’s activity and mood into metrics that are used for music
recommendation.
Heartbeats: Music recommendation system with fuzzy in ference engine (Vinothini Kasinathan)
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In the future, more rules are to be added into the fuzzy inference system to increase the accuracy in
music recommendation. Full user profile customization will then be implemented to allow user to freely alter
the conditions and parameters affecting the algorithm. The audio playing music application can also support
other quality of life features such as auto-play, playlist, song downloads and more. Finally, Heartbeat can be
deployed in other platforms such as a web application or a mobile application.
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